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ABSTRACT
Matrix ordering* on ring* are investigated. It is shown that in the commutative case they
arc essentially positive cones. This is proved by reducing it to the field case; similarly one can
show that on a skew field, matrix positive cones can be reduced to positive cones by using the
Dieudonne' determinant. Our main result shows that there is a natural bijection betwen the matrix
positive cones on a ring R and the ordered epic A-fields.
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Introduction

As is well known, a commutative ring R with a positive cone P is necessarily an integral domain, and P extends in just one way to a positive cone
of the field of fractions of R. When we drop commutativity, this may not
hold, but such a ring need not even be etnbeddable in a skew field. Now in
the construction of skew fields from rings in chapter 7 of |2| square matrices
play an essential role and in order to define orderings on skew fields of fractions we shall need the idea of a matrix positive cone. Our object in this
note is to show how to define a matrix positive cone on a ring R, and to
see how it can be used to describe the orderings on the various epic #-fields.
Matrix positive cones axe defined (in analogy to matrix valuations, cf.
|3| or [7|) in section 2 and it is shown that in the commutative case they
are essentially positive cones (Cor.2.2). This is verified by reducing it to
the field case; in * similar way one can prove that on a skew field, matrix
positive cones may be reduced to positive cones by using the Dieudonne
determinant (Th.2.1). Our main result, in section 3, shows that there is a
natural bijection between the matrix positive cones on R and the ordered
epic fl-fielda.

2

Matrix Positive Cones

In this note all rings occurring are associative (but not necessarily commutative), with a unit element, denoted by 1, which is preserved by homomorphisttts and inherited by subrtngs. By a field we understand a not
necessarily commutative division ring; sometimes the prefix "skew" is used
for emphasis. We write K" for the group of non-iero elements of a field K
and Jf'•* for the group K* made abelian. If A is any ring, we denote by
GL*(R) the group of all invertible n x n matrices over R, and by M(R)
the set of ail square matrices over R.
Let A be a ring. By a positive cone on A we understand a subset P of
R such that

p.2. P + PQP,
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p.3. PP C P,
p.4. PU

•*•»'•

We recall that according to the above definition , P in fact defines a
total ordering on R (cf.|4|); and R becomes an integral domain.
In analogy with matrix valuations (cf. [3j or [7]) we now introduce the
notion of a matrix positive cone. We first need to recall some concepts from
[2]. For any matrices A,B over a ring R we define the diagonal sum as
A$B =

the following consequences of MPC.1-6, which are easily verified (cf. (5j).
We recall that a matrix is called elementary if it differs from the unit matrix
in one off-diagonal entry; two matrices A,B are said to be E-associated if
AU = VB, where U,V are products of elementary matrices, and A,B are
stably E-assoeiated if J4© / ia ^-associated to B(& I, for unit matrices of
suitable order (not necessarily the same on both sides).
MPC.T. E € P for any elementary matrix E € M{R).

B

If A,B are matrices of the same order n, whose entries agree except possibly
in the first column, say A - (Aj,Att...tAH),B
= [Bu A,,.. -,An), then
the determinantal sum of A and B with respect to the first column is defined

MPC.8. If A' is obtained from A e P by multiplying on the left (or
right) by an elementary matrix, then A' G P. Hence if B is stably Eassociated to A e P, then B € P.
MPC.9. If A' is obtained from A € P by exchanging two adjacent rows
(or columns), then A' € P~.

It is clear how the determinantal sum with respect to another column, or
a row, is defined for a suitable pur of matrices. We shall use the same notation in these cases, indicating in words the relevuit row or column when
this is necessary.
A square matrix A is called non-full if it can be written as A = PQ,
where P a n x r , Q i a r x n and r < n; in the contrary case A is said to be
full. If P is a subset of M{R), we put P~ = {A~ € M(R); A € P) , where
A~ is obtained from A by multiplying one row (or column) by -1.
DEFINITION. A matrix potitive cone on a ring R a a set P of full matrices
in M(R) such that
MPC.l. A,B e ; = *
MPC.2.

A,BeP=>

Be P whenever A <? B is defined,

MPC.3. 1 e P,
MPCA. PHP- = 0 ,
MPC.5. A e n = M{R)\P\JPB in M{R),
MPC.6. AeP,B^Xl=>

=> A® Be II for all square matrices

Av B^P whenever AS7 Bis defined.

We observe that axioms MPC.5-6, merely say that each element or IT
acts as zero if we think of V as addition and © as multiplication. The
restriction of Fl to R is precisely 0. This situation will be more clarified in

MPC.10. If A,B£P,

then
A

C

0 B
for any C, D of appropriate site.
MPC.ll. If A,B € P, then AB € P for square matrices A,B of the
same order.
MPC.12. The restriction of P to R is a positive cone of R.
We note that the axioms for a prime matrix ideal (cf. Chapter T
of [2|)may be obtained by writing down the conditions for the set II =
M(R) \ P[JP~. In the commutative case matrix positive cones can be
reduced entirely to positive cones by the use of determinants (cf, the Cor.
below). In the general case we no longer have the determinant at our disposal, but for a skew field there is the Dieudonne determinant. We recall
(cf. e.g. [1] Th.4.7, p. 163) that for any skew field K and any n > 1, the
Dieudonne determinant is a homomorphism GLn[K) -* K"* which is universal for homomorphisnu of GLn{K) into abelian groups (except when
n = 2, K = Fj). It is clear that stably ^-associated matrices have the same
determinant. To prove our next result we need the following lemma. For a
proof see [7, p.lSlj.
LEMMA. Let A be a non-itngular matrix over a skew field and B a matrix
tuch that the determinantal turn C = / v B is defined with retptet to the
first column, say. Then there exist non-singular matrices P,Q such that Q
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agree* with the unit matrix in the first row and column and

where e — a + ft.Cn = «n + *ii.
Now using this we can prove
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a skew field with a positive cone P, then P may
be extended to a matrix positive cone P on K by
£ P,

(1)

when a= DttA it the Dieudonne determinant of A, and the correspondence
P *-t P it a bijetticm bttvttn positive tone* and matrix pontive tones on K.
PROOF. We note that P in (1) is well-defined u each element of the commutator subgroup [K',K'\ ia positive (cf. (5|). Now it ia clear by the lemma
that the set P defined by (1) ia a matrix positive cone whose restriction to
K is just P. The convene is clear by MPC.12. This shows that each matrix
positive cone is uniquely determined by its restriction to K and satisfies (1).
In the commutative case Dieudonne determinants reduce to the usual
sort and we have
COROLLARY.2.2. Let R be a eommuative ring with a positive cone P,
then P may bt extended to a matrix positive cone on R by the rule (1) and
the correspondence P *-* P i* a bijection between the positive tone* and
matrix positive cones on R.
PROOF. We know that P can be extended uniquely to a positive cone on
the field of fractions of R. Now using Theorem 2.1, this gives us a matrix
positive cone whose restriction to A is the required matrix positive cone on
R. Now the rest follows as before.
The scope of Theorem 2.1 may still be extended by the following almost
obvious remark whose proof is clear and may be left to the reader.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f : R -» S bt any ring homomorphism and P a
matrix positive cone on S, then P*, defined by
A e P' <=* A' e P,A € M{R),
is a matrix positive cone on R,

Positive Cones on i£-fields

We now come to our main objective, which is to describe the positive cones
on a field of fractions of R in terms of the matrix positive cones on R. We
recall that by a field of fractions of R we understand a field K (possibly
skew) containing A as a subring and generated, qua field, by R. More
generally, an R • field ia a field K with a homomorphism R -* K and we
speak of an epic R -field if K <S generated, qua field, by the image of R. In
|2| it was shown how epic R - fields (simply called *R - fields" in |2j) are
determined by prime matrix ideals in R. To be precise, given an epic R field K, the set ft of square matrices over R mapping to singular matrices
over K is a prime matrix ideal, called the singular kernel of K, and every
prime matrix ideal arises in this way as the singular kernel of an epic R field. Moreover, given a prime matrix ideal IT, the epic R - field K with fl
as singular kernel can be constructed as follows. Let E be the complement
of n in M(R), and form RE, the "universal E - inverting ring". This is
obtained from R by formally adjoining inverses of all matrices in E. Then
i?E is a local ring whose residue class field is isomorphk to K (cf.|2|,ch.7).
Let R be any ring and K an epic R - field. If P ia a positive cone on
K, we can form the associated matrix positive cone on K (Th.2.1) and
by Proposition 2.3 use the natural homomorphism R -» K to define a
matrix positive cone P on R. We shall call P the matrix positive cone on
R associated with P on K. Conversely, let P be a matrix positive cone on
R, then IT = M(R) \ P U P~ is a prime matrix ideal on R, so there is an
associated epic R - field K. We recall from [2] that the elements of K are
obtained as the first components of the solutions (ul,...,un)T
of matrix
equations Au — a, where A = (a ( ,ai,... ,a,) lies in the multiplicative set
£ = p |J P~. To define an ordering on K, put

{ui;A,a)>0
where A\ = {a,at,...,an).

if A®AteP,

(2)

One can easily show that (2) is independent of

the choice of system (cf. [5[). Let P be the set of all positive elements of
K as defined by (2). We show that P is a positive cone on K. To see this,
let ui,«i be the first components of the solutions of the matrix equations
Au = a,Bv = b, respectively, where A is n X n and B is m x m. We know
that Ui + »i is the first component of the solution of the matrix equation
Cz — c, where
A -a
• = (
0
B
Now we consider the following decompositon

A
0

-afi
B

Wt

A'
0

-«!(
B
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r T

with respect to the (n + tn 4-1) - th column. Using MPC.7-12, and the Tact
that B $ 0 £ P,A®A € P whenever A,B € P, we obtain

A®At®B®B e P,
from the first matrix on the right of the decomposition of C © C, and
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from the second. Thus C © C i € P, i.e. P + P C P. By a similar method
of decomposing matrices into determinants! sums of appropriate matrices
(cf. (5|), one can easily show that PP C P. H is straightforward to verify
that P()-P = « and i » U - f l l { 0 } = K. Thus we have proved
THEOREM 3.1. Ltt R be any ring, then each matrix positive tone P on
R determines an associated epic R - field K with a positive tone P, and
conversely, every epic R - field K with a positive cone P on it arises from
a matrix positive cone on R. This correspondence between matrix positive
canes on R and ordered epic R • fields is bijective.
As an illustration, take a right Ore domain R with a positive cone P
defined on it, then as in the commutative case one can extend P in just one
way to the field of fractions K of R (cf.[4) or J6]). Hence any positive cone
on a right (or left) Ore domain arises by restriction from a unique matrix
positive cone on R.
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